Factory Profile of

LUMINOUS TEXTILES LTD.

Export Oriented Home Textiles & Composite Knit Project
OUR MISSION:

a first class customer relationship management in our supply chain network. strongly commit ourselves to manufacture international standards on high fashion products at competitive cost endeavoring and gaining space on wholesalers and retailers shelves to maintain a production process innovation capability and dedicate ourselves to building trusted partnerships with customers and employees. usage and implementation of materials and procedures which are eco - friendly which are no way hazardous to environment we believe in ethical and moral work practices and fair business trade.

OUR VISION:

"to be an internationally competitive company, serving our customer's needs and committing to make better products, with our high quality and a good value for money, luminous textiles- ensuring satisfactory financial performance, consistent predictable growth, being the best in terms of consumer value, customer service, employee talents, and acknowledging our social responsibility for the welfare of our employees and environment."

WHY US?

we have a good blend and experience with european customers, and a clear understanding of international marketing trends and adapt according to the needs and specification. more cost effective, premium quality, timely delivery, wider market network, highly productive and will never compromise on quality. we are committed to using materials and processes that are eco-friendly.
ABOUT US

LUMINOUS TEXTILES LTD. is a 100% Export Oriented Home Textiles & Composite Knit Factory 18 Kilometres away from Capital City Dhaka, Bangladesh. The unit is fully compliant having all state of the art facilities.

LUMINOUS TEXTILES LTD. is committed to ensure health & safety, pure drinking water, sanitation, child care centre, as well as free & fair working environment and free from any kind of Child Labor. Labor Law of the Country, ILO Conventions and Buyer’s Standard Code of Conduct are fully implemented.

In the point of view, LUMINOUS TEXTILES LTD. has completed all code of conduct required by major European and American retails store. The company is adheres to the National & International laws on Labor employment. BFL also emphasizes a labor practice rewarded them with wages without any discrimination and do not interfere in their personal freedom and freedom of association.

LUMINOUS TEXTILES LTD. is dyeing fabric from outside with modern Dyeing Facility produce the Fabrics of high Quality. Fabrics we are making as per Buyer testing requirement and ensure the same (wet & dry-rub fastness, wash fastness, Shrinkage, GSM, Dimensional stability, required fabrics density, yarn count & composition) before making Garments. The Project has been set up with modern Knitting Garments & Home Textiles Production Facilitics. The machineries of the project are Brand new and imported from Taiwan & China.
**MACHINARIES**

**Knitting Section:**
01. Brand, Circular Knitting Machine,  
   **HUBTER** Taiwan  06 Sets.
02. Brand, Circular Knitting Machine,  
   **TAHCHIN** Taiwan  04 Sets.

**Garments Section (7 Lines):**

01. Sewing Machines:
   - a. Flat Lock  33  Sun star SF-7500M156G  China
   - b. Over lock  61  Sun star SC-9104-243-M14  China
   - c. Plain  75  Sun star KM-250A  China
   - d. Button Hole  01  Sun star SC7310C156GUTB  China
   - e. Button Stitch  01  SPS/D-B1202-03  China
   - f. Kansai  01  DFB-1404 PMD  Japan
   - g. Feed of the Arm  01  NH-FA-927  China
   - h. Snap Button  02  T K -808  China

02. Cloth Cutting Machine,  
   Sun star KSAUV10  China  02 Set.
03. Rib Cutting Machines,  
   Sun star SPS/B-BH3000K  China  02 Set.
04. Vacuum Iron Table,  
   Sun star  China  12 Sets.
05. Steam Iron,  
   Sun star  China  12 Sets.
06. Thread Sucking Machine,  
   Sun star  China  01 Set.
07. Needle Detector Machine  
   Enntech  HD-630C  China  01 set.

**Power Systems:**

a. 110 KVA Continuous Diesel Generator,  
   **Cummins**, England  01
b. Industrial Connection  
   **REB**  Bangladesh  01 Line
PRODUCTION & QUALITY

Product Mix and Capacity Knit:
The Product Mix and Daily Production Capacity of Garments unit Based on a single Shift of 08 Hours per day is:
Basic T-Shirts 9,000 Pieces/Day
Polo & Others 1,200 Pieces/Day

Product Mix & Capacity Home Textiles:
The daily production Capacity of Garments unit Based on a single shift of 8 Hours per days:
Duvet Cover: 3000 Sets/Day
Pillowcase: 10000 Pair/ Day
Fitted sheet: 5000 Pcs/Day
Flat sheet : 5000 pcs/day
Curtains: 2000 pair /day

Quality Control:
Quality of the product becomes a paramount precondition. Taking that into account, the organization implies a series of Quality checking at the production steps and prior to pack by skilled and technical experts Headed by a Qualified and Experience Quality Control Manager. Further more, a pre-shipment Quality inspection is also carried out to comply with the clients specifications.

Samples Service:
The Factory has equipped with a complete Sample section.

Safety Provision:
The project has adequate safety provisions with all required facility.

Employment Opportunity:
The Project has created job opportunities for more than 350 persons of various categories.
CUSTOMERS

Sun City (All License Product)--- France
(Customer): --------------------- Red (Carrefour-France)
(Customer): --------------------- Blue (Auchan-France)
(Customer): --------------------- Orange (Kiabi-Europe)
(Customer): --------------------- Yellow (La-Halle-France)
(Customer: --------------------- Violet, Grey, Pink, Blue & Black)
Azzura --------------------- Italy
Capri SRL --------------------- Italy
Cora -------------------------- France.
TALLY WEIJL ------------------ France
Springhill Textile AB ---------- Sweden
Woolworth --------------------- Germany
Admiral --------------------- Greece
Target ------------------------ Australia
K-Mart ------------------------ Australia
AUSPORT ---------------------- Australia
Getracan Inc-------------------- Canada
MODE CHOC DOLBEAU LTEE -Canada
Ntd Apparels Inc--------------- Canada (Angry Bird License product), Walmart,
Sears, Ardene, L'AUBAINERIE,
Kenvelo ---------------------- Czech Republic
Sonae SR ---------------------- Portugal
Greenpoint SA ------------------ Poland
Moraj-------------------------- Poland
Young Reporter ---------------- Poland
Vamutex S.L ------------------ Spain
Kappa ------------------------ Germany
THANK YOU